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I. Executive Summary

The Center for Safe Internet Pharmacies (CSIP) is a nonprofit organization chartered in 2011 to allow Internet industry leaders to come together and continue their efforts to address the growing problem of consumer access to illegitimate pharmaceutical products on the Internet.

Over a dozen of the world’s leading Internet and e-commerce companies have come together to form CSIP to focus on the promotion of safe online pharmacies through education and enforcement and the provision of a neutral forum for sharing information by and among private sector entities.

This document outlines our Principles of Participation for Internet intermediaries to address illegitimate online drug sellers as well as fundamentals of member involvement. It underscores the need for stakeholders to be willing to take voluntary actions that will enable all organizations involved to do more to make the Internet safer for patients.
II. **Background**

Illegitimate online drug sellers, sometimes called “rogue online pharmacies,” threaten the health, lives, privacy and security of Internet consumers. These actors peddle counterfeit or otherwise illegitimate medications to unsuspecting consumers. \(^1\) And they make millions of dollars doing it.

The threat will not go away on its own. Indeed, the confluence of four global trends – increasing use of the Internet, limited access to and convenience of seeing a doctor, rising consumer confidence in online shopping, and an aging population – portend an even bigger global market for illegitimate online drug sellers, exacerbating the already significant patient safety threat.

As the result of the threat posed by these rogue actors to consumers’ trust and safety, and the part that the Internet commerce ecosystem plays in the activities of these illegitimate online sites, some companies – including search advertising providers, social media platforms, registrars, registries, and payment system operators – have responded by establishing compliance policies and voluntary enforcement programs aimed at combating the problem and minimizing the threat posed to Internet users by these bad actors. \(^2\)

As criminals become more sophisticated in how they promote and transact illegitimate online drug sales, it is clear that companies working collaboratively can attempt to frustrate these efforts, in partnership with others who help regulate the Internet ecosystem. Built on the desire of Internet intermediaries to voluntarily try to help protect e-commerce consumers from the health, privacy and security threats posed by illegitimate online drug sellers, CSIP was founded in 2011 as a non-profit with the mission to promote and encourage safe online pharmacies through education, enforcement, and information sharing. CSIP has taken key steps to combat illegitimate online pharmaceutical sites in a few short years, including working with partners to create video public service announcements on the dangers of illegitimate online drug sellers and establishing a secure portal for members to share information about identified suspect online pharmacy websites. As illegitimate pharmacy sites proliferate, CSIP will continue efforts to educate consumers about the dangers of illegitimate drugs and medicines and take actions, individually and collectively, to shut down online pharmacies.

Online service providers can play an important role in helping to better protect consumers by frustrating illegitimate online drug sellers’ use of their platforms or services. For example, while Internet search engines do not control the content on third-party websites and are not able to remove websites from the Internet, they can still strive to prevent illegitimate pharmacy websites from advertising via their services. Domain name services providers, registries, and registrars can also suspend services and shut down illegitimate pharmacy sites once these sites have been identified as having illegitimate content.

We encourage CSIP member companies to develop and enforce policies that discourage or prevent websites that are principally dedicated to selling illegitimate prescription drug products. To this end, these Principles of Participation describe some model practices that companies may adopt to help CSIP achieve its goals.

---

\(^{1}\) Toscano, P. “The Dangerous World of Counterfeit Prescription Drugs,” USA Today. Web. 7 Oct. 2011 at http://www.usatoday.com/money/industries/health/drugs/story/2011-10-09/cnbc-drugs/50690880/1, (“The FDA confirmed that counterfeit versions of legitimate drugs, including Ambien, Xanax, Lexapro, and Ativan, are available for Americans to purchase online. Although counterfeit drug production was originally concerned with lifestyle medications treating non-life threatening conditions, the industry has expanded to produce nearly every type of medicine.”)

\(^{2}\) In 2010 Google, Yahoo and Bing changed their advertising policies to only allow certified online pharmacies to participate in their search advertising programs.
We invite other companies and organizations to join CSIP in its work to create a safe online environment for the purchasing of prescription drugs.
III. Objectives of Document

CSIP has five primary objectives for this document:

i. Provide information about CSIP’s mission, goals, and membership;

ii. Create a tool-kit to share with other online services providers and related companies;

iii. Actively encourage appropriate sharing of information about illegitimate online pharmacies, the methods being used to circumvent national and international drugs laws, and potential best practices to stop these methods;

iv. Promote a national discussion about the rise in illegitimate online drug sellers, the dangers to consumers, and the role the private sector can play in curbing illegitimate online pharmacies; and

v. Be a role model and resource to other private sector organizations and participants in discussions around safe online pharmacy practices.

IV. CSIP Mission and Goals

CSIP’s mission is to promote and encourage safe online pharmacies through education, enforcement, and information sharing.

CSIP achieves its goals with three key actions:

1. Provide a neutral forum for sharing relevant information among members about illegitimate internet pharmacies identified on their respective systems;

2. Establish a publicly available list for consumers of known safe online pharmacy websites; and

3. Educate consumers about how to find safe medicine online through partnerships with government leaders, regulators, law enforcement, public health and consumer groups, and health care providers.

Information Sharing

In July 2012, CSIP launched its data sharing portal, allowing our partner companies to share information anonymously about illegitimate online pharmacies and be more effective in identifying and taking action against their websites. The portal was deprecated in 2015 for non-use, and it is no longer available to CSIP or its board companies.

Additionally, in 2012–2019, CSIP took part in Operation Pangaea, an international day of education and action against illegitimate online pharmaceuticals. Participants include the FDA, INTERPOL, the World Customs Organization, Permanent Forum of International Pharmaceutical Crime, Heads of Medicines Agencies Working Group of Enforcement Officers, the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency of the United Kingdom, the Irish Medicines Board, the London Metropolitan Police, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, the Center for Safe Internet Pharmacies, and national health and law enforcement agencies from 100 other participating countries. Investigations conducted by the law enforcement, customs, and regulatory authorities involved resulted in civil and criminal charges, seizure of illegal produces, and removal of websites. CSIP member companies were notified about specific sites being targeted, evaluated those sites against member company terms of service and other policies, and took action against sites violating their policies. We also took
part in educational and messaging about the scope of illegitimate online pharmaceuticals. To learn more about the Operation, see the story [here](#).

Separately, CSIP partners with the National Cyber-Forensics and Training Alliance (**NCFTA**). By way of background, the **FBI** established NCFTA in 1997 as a forward-looking organization to proactively address the issue of cyber crime, and it has become an international model for bringing together law enforcement, private industry, and academia to share information to stop emerging cyber threats and mitigate existing ones.

**Create Safe List**

In partnership with a third party vendor, which provides investigative and monitoring services related to illegitimate pharmacies, CSIP provides an online pharmacy verification tool. Consumers can enter a URL to see whether an online pharmacy is legitimate, find patient-assistance programs for affordable medications, or report an illegitimate online pharmacy. This tool is recognized by the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy (NABP) as adhering to its standards aside from the NABP’s own VIPPS program.

**Consumer Education**

In collaboration with our partner, Alliance for Safe Online Pharmacies (ASOP), CSIP supported consumer education campaigns for the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)’s **BeSafeRX** and the Partnership for DrugFree.org’s **Medicine Abuse Project**, which generated a total of 41,265,758 social media impressions. The **Medicine Abuse Project**’s medication disposal, hosted by the DEA, collected over 244 metric tons of medications at 5,200 sites across the country.

In 2013, CSIP launched a public service announcement competition with Tongal™, an innovative video production company. This was an opportunity to engage and educate a young adult audience and build our social media following. The winning video was titled ‘ePharmony’ and can be viewed on our [website](#). Currently, CSIP partners with the Partnership for Safe Medicines to provide infographic materials educating consumers about the issue of illegal online pharmacies and offering advice and information on safe channels for purchasing medications. The campaign is being promoted through CSIP and its member companies.

In 2014-2019, CSIP created consumer education campaigns **VerifyBeforeYouBuy.org** and **SaveOnMyMeds.org**, in partnership with State officials, such as the North Carolina Secretary of State and the Connecticut Attorney General. The states form state councils which include community groups such as the Association of Family Physicians, AARP and the Council of Churches who utilize tools and education materials to share on the ground in the community. The campaign is fueled by donated ads from CSIP member companies and earned media in the states.

In 2017-19, CSIP has also utilized its platform to assist with the opioid epidemic that began plaguing communities around the country. It created **MedicineSafe.org**, which later grew to the **TechTogether.org** platform, showcases the tools that CSIP partners have developed to help families and individuals seeking information and support for recovery from addiction.

V. **CSIP Membership**

CSIP members are proud to work as voluntary participants in promoting the mission of the organization. Currently, our board includes members from online advertising service providers, social media companies, payment system operators, payment processors, domain name services providers and shipping companies.

As part of the CSIP Board of Directors, partner organizations agree to the following guiding principles:
1. Annual membership fee to support CSIP operations
2. Attendance in monthly telephonic or in-person board meetings
3. Participation in the data-sharing tool\(^3\)
   - Adding URLs (and other relevant information) of suspected or confirmed illegitimate sites
   - Adherence to strict confidentiality provisions
   - All action taken on illegitimate sites is voluntary and subject to individual company guidelines
4. Integration of communications campaigns via social media, press releases and other forums through external communications channels
5. Willingness to speak publicly about CSIP in appropriate channels (internal and external)
6. In kind contribution of resources that benefit the mission of the organization, such as:
   - Communications support
   - Online advertising
   - Hosting board meetings or events
   - Staffing support
7. Only addressing human prescription medicines (HPMs) as defined by a legal prescription in the United States; and
8. Enforcing company terms and conditions that prohibit the sale and distribution of illegitimate drugs and medicines, suspending suspected rogue operators from participating in monetized member programs, and explaining to participants in those programs the penalties for such violations including the suspension and/or termination of online services.

VI. Guiding Principles

Our member companies offer a wide array of services. Members include advertising service providers, social media platforms, domain name services providers, shipping companies and payment system operators offer significantly different types of services to their customers. Accordingly, some of the suggestions offered in this document may apply differently depending upon the type of member company.

The following lists represent some of the voluntary practices, by sector, taken by our members against illegitimate online drug sellers. These serve not only as guidelines for CSIP members, but are also offered as a model for non-member global organizations operating in the relevant sectors.

1) Advertising Service Providers
Advertising Service Providers enable the placement of advertisements online. For example, Microsoft’s Bing, Google and Yahoo (through Bing) are search advertising providers that enable advertisers to place advertisements on sites across the web.

Model practices for advertising service providers:
   - **Suspension and Termination**
     Prohibit engaging in illegal activity and require compliance with applicable law, and maintain a right to suspend and/or terminate services if these provisions are breached.
   - **Public Statements**
     Have a “zero tolerance” policy that prohibits illegitimate online pharmaceutical sites from utilizing

\(^3\) Participation in the data-sharing tool as permitted subject to participants’ respective policies and consistent with relevant law.
advertising services. For example, Bing, Yahoo, Facebook and Google have published advertising policies that prohibit illegitimate online pharmacies from advertising on their platforms.4-7

- **Protections**
  Have controls in place regarding advertising by pharmacies. For example, require that online pharmacies (which advertise prescription drugs to customers in the United States) must be accredited by the National Association Boards of Pharmacy Verified Internet Pharmacy Practice Sites (VIPPS) program, and require advertisers to provide proof of accreditation prior to advertising.

- **Enforcement Policies**
  Have an internal process in place to enforce advertising policies and remove or block known illegitimate online pharmaceutical sites. This process may also allow customers, users, or other interested parties to report suspected illegitimate sites for service provider review.

2) **Registries/Registrars**
Registries and registrars are involved in the provisioning and sale of domain names. From time to time, illegitimate online pharmacies register domain names and then develop websites on these domain names to try and create a distribution channel for pharmaceuticals in violation of federal and state laws. If given the proper notice information regarding these illegal activities, registrars and registries can take effective action to take down these websites and suspend the domain names from use.

Model practices for registries and registrars:

- **General Policies**
  Registrars and registries should acknowledge the ongoing problem of illegitimate online pharmacies and publicly support the work of CSIP and the Alliance for Safe Online Pharmacies (ASOP) and other organizations and companies involved in combating the use of domain names for the illegal distribution of drugs and medicines by illegitimate online pharmacies.

- **Monitoring**
  Where permissible and consistent with company policies and procedures, registrars and registries should submit a list of domain names suspected of being used by illegitimate online pharmacies to online pharmacy verification provider to verify the legitimacy of the websites. After receiving written confirmation from a verification company that a domain name hosts a website that is used to market and distribute drugs and medicines in violation of applicable laws, registrars and registries should take prompt action to take down the illegitimate website.

- **Suspension and Termination**
  Registrars and/or registries should immediately lock and suspend the domain names from use or resolution in the domain name system if a hosted website is determined to be operated by an

---


5 Google’s advertising policy can be found here: [https://support.google.com/adwordspolicy/answer/176031?hl=en](https://support.google.com/adwordspolicy/answer/176031?hl=en)

6 Facebook’s advertising policy can be found here: [https://www.facebook.com/ad_guidelines.php](https://www.facebook.com/ad_guidelines.php)

7 Yahoo’s advertising policy can be found here: [http://advertising.yahoo.com/ad-policies/index.htm](http://advertising.yahoo.com/ad-policies/index.htm)
illegitimate online pharmacy.

- **Public Statement**
  Registrars and registries should publish, on their respective websites, a “zero tolerance” statement or policy against illegitimate online pharmacies and include specific provisions in their registrations terms and conditions prohibiting the use of domain names for websites distributing illegitimate pharmaceuticals.

- **Reporting**
  Registrars and registries should also include contact information for an “Abuse Contact” on their website so that users can report suspected illegitimate websites for further investigation by an online pharmacy verification provider.

3) **Shipping Companies**
Carriers seek to keep consumers safe and help stop the shipment of drugs by illegitimate online pharmacies.

Model practices for shipping companies:

- **General Policies**
  Require each shipper to comply with all laws and regulations governing the dispensing, shipment or tender of shipment of prescription pharmaceuticals.

- **Training**
  Train delivery drivers, management, sales and marketing teams, security personnel, and other relevant employees and contractors how to spot red flags that may indicate potentially illegitimate online pharmacy shippers. Teach that red flags, especially in combination with pharmaceutical packaging, may indicate that the shipper is an illegitimate online pharmacy.

- **Reporting**
  Accept reports, including anonymous reports, of potentially illegitimate online pharmacy shippers. Collect all information available regarding the shipper being reported, especially all websites associated with the shipper and the red flag(s) that led to the report being made.

- **Investigating**
  Investigate any reports of potentially illegitimate online pharmacy shippers using the following steps and any additional steps as appropriate: (a) perform Internet or other research on the shipper, including reviewing lists maintained by NABP and other verification and monitoring services; (b) review the account’s shipment history, volume, credit history, related accounts, and other relevant information about the shipper; (c) interview personnel familiar with the shipper and/or shipments; (d) consult with law enforcement.

- **Termination**
  When a carrier determines that a shipper is violating federal, state, or local laws or regulations governing the dispensing, shipment or tender of shipment of prescription pharmaceuticals, the carrier should terminate the shipper’s account and suspend all pickup, delivery, and other services. The carrier should also take appropriate steps to report the shipper to law enforcement.

4) **Payment System Operators**
Below are model practices for payment system operators to address the sale of illegitimate pharmaceuticals over the Internet. These voluntary practices are intended to supplement, not replace, policies that payment system operators already have in place and are not designed to replace any law enforcement actions.

• **Policies and Procedures**
  Maintain policies and procedures reasonably designed to prevent unlawful Internet pharmacy merchants from transacting through the electronic payment system, which may include policies and procedures requiring transactions to be legal in both the buyer’s and seller’s jurisdictions.

• **Proactive Internet Monitoring**
  Employ third party firms and/or proprietary technologies to proactively monitor the Internet for merchants that attempt to process illegitimate Internet pharmacy transactions.

• **Investigate and Remediate**
  Maintain risk management programs to identify illegitimate Internet pharmacy merchants in order to terminate or remediate offending merchants in a timely manner.
  - Under a four party model\(^8\), the payment system operator would require the merchant’s acquiring entity to investigate and subsequently terminate or remediate the offending merchant.
  - Under a three party model\(^9\) (or the PayPal model) the payment system operator would investigate and subsequently terminate or remediate the offending merchant directly.

• **Third Party Agent Oversight**
  Payment system participants, utilizing Third Party Agents to sign up merchants on their behalf, should conduct due diligence on their agents in order to ensure compliance with the payment system operator’s policies and procedures regarding the sale of illegitimate pharmaceuticals.

• **Stay Informed**
  Remain informed about legal and regulatory developments with respect to Internet pharmacy sales and adjust risk strategies as appropriate.

---

\(^8\)In a four-party model, the payment system operator connects four parties in each transaction: card issuing banks, merchant acquiring banks or merchant acquirers, cardholders and merchants.

\(^9\)In a three-party model, the payment system operator interacts directly with merchants and consumers, in addition to processing transactions, issuing cards and signing up merchants.
VII. **Policies and Methodologies for Addressing Illegitimate Online Pharmacies**

1. Be a Resource, through CSIP, to Other Organizations Seeking to Improve Practices Related to Addressing Illegitimate Online Pharmacies

CSIP member companies are committed to the mission of good corporate citizenship by a) providing a model of collaborative and proactive engagement against illegitimate online pharmacies and b) being a resource to other organizations striving to minimize the presence of illegitimate online pharmacies on their platforms.

- **Model of Collaboration**
  The fight against illegitimate online pharmacies can be effectively supported by the global community of Internet and e-commerce organizations; however, the efforts of only a few will be futile in completely eliminating the problem. Through coordinated action, information sharing and pooled resources, CSIP members have established a working model with a proven track record of success. It is our hope that the CSIP model will be supported worldwide for maximum impact.

- **Resource to Other Organizations**
  CSIP members support educational efforts not only to consumers, but also to a larger community of Internet and e-commerce organizations. By participating in conferences, industry events, and global forums related to the topic of online pharmacies, CSIP members seek to educate and engage new partners in their efforts. Further, our member companies are committed to being resources to organizations that seek to better their internal policies and practices related to online pharmacies.
2. Information Sharing Among and Between Internet-Related Services Providers

CSIP members also have full access to a data-sharing tool that allows the voluntary sharing of information (consistent with applicable law) about suspected illegitimate online pharmacy websites among members. CSIP members can either query the portal to determine if any other CSIP member has submitted information about a suspected illegitimate Internet pharmacy website, or submit a new website to the database. CSIP has contracted with an Internet pharmacy monitoring and verification service to administer the portal.

Websites submitted to the database are matched against the third party vendor’s pharmacy database, and each legitimacy designation is made available to CSIP members (e.g., whether the Internet pharmacy is “illegitimate” or “legitimate”, or whether the website is selling dietary supplements or prescription medicines, etc). Websites not yet in the vendor’s database are reviewed and classified, and the new classification is made visible to CSIP members along with, when requested, the basis for the classification.
Collaboration with Partners to Raise Awareness and Protect the Public

Consumer education is one of CSIP’s ongoing priorities. Informed by consumer research, the organization and its partners develop annual communications plans aimed at increasing public awareness about the many issues related to illegitimate online pharmacies and medications purchased through illegal enterprises. The campaigns are designed to reach a variety of stakeholders through targeted channels. Our member companies are committed to supporting our communications efforts by using their online and social media platforms to increase visibility and distribution of our ads and materials. As an example, Microsoft and Google both sponsor search engine ads about CSIP (through Bing and Google Search), and Facebook profiles CSIP materials on their safety page. Such support is critical for outreach to consumers, and we invite other companies to join CSIP and support our efforts.

As part of our ongoing communications efforts, in 2012 CSIP partnered with the Alliance for Safe Online Pharmacies (ASOP) for the “Keep Meds Safe Video Project” via Tongal, a rich social media platform that facilitates video content by crowdsourcing creative work through collaborative contests. The purpose of this educational campaign was to create awareness of the dangers of online pharmacies through social media and public service announcement platforms.

The winning entry, “ePharmony” by Tongal participant FCR Creations, illustrates the dangers of purchasing from illegitimate online pharmacies through a humorous spoof of online dating. It premiered at the Transatlantic Strategic Summit on Internet Pharmacies in Brussels, Belgium in December 2012.

In 2012 and 2013, CSIP supported consumer education campaigns by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)’s BeSafeRX and the Partnership for Drugfree.org’s Medicine Abuse Project, which generated a total of 41,265,758 social media impressions. Additionally, CSIP partners with the Partnership for Safe Medicines to provide infographic materials about the issue of illegal online pharmacies and offering advice and information on safe channels for purchasing medications. Other trusted online links can be found on CSIP’s website, under the Resources tab, to help guide consumers, medical community members, and others considering purchasing prescription drugs via the Internet.

In 2014, CSIP will launch an exciting research project with the Partnership for Drugfree.org. This project aims to identify gaps in current research related to consumer awareness of online pharmacies.
VIII. Conclusion

This working document, drafted by the Center for Safe Internet Pharmacies, is intended to be a resource for organizations wishing to join our call for good corporate citizenship to help protect consumers from the potential harms posed by illegitimate Internet pharmacies. These guidelines are intended to promote a safer and more responsible online environment, allowing only safe channels to sell and distribute drugs and medicines through the Internet. The participation of e-commerce and other online platforms will, we hope, substantially reduce the efficacy of predatory and illegitimate online pharmacies that endanger the public and profit international criminal networks.

We encourage any organization to reach out to us if they are interested in adopting the practices described in this document and to take a public stage on the issue. This problem cannot be solved alone, and the Center for Safe Internet Pharmacies seeks global collaboration.

CSIP members are proud of the successes of this voluntary initiative and are committed to continuing their work. If your company is interested in joining CSIP, or in supporting our cause as an ex-officio member, please contact us for more information.

Center for Safe Internet Pharmacies (CSIP)
www.safemedsonline.org
Marjorie Clifton, Executive Director
mclifton@safemedsonline.org